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Abstract. In recent years, wireless sensor networks have changed the way we have
started looking into the world. It has shown its potential ability in providing solutions
in various areas such as health care, environment, defense, surveillance, industry and
transport. Typically, the sensor nodes of a Wireless Sensor Network have a large cover-
age area and longer range. Moreover, they are self-configuring or self-organizing. Clus-
tering provides hierarchical organization to a flat sensor network topology. Sometimes,
a Wireless Sensor Network is called as dynamic if it is supported by two operations,
namely node-move-in and node-move-out. Node-move-in refers to nodes’ joining into an
existing network, whereas node-move-out denotes nodes’ getting out of a network. Data
congregation is one of the fundamental network operations on Wireless Sensor Network
where data is collected from the network in some nodes and once collected the data is
then forwarded to some sink nodes in order to perform some specific task. In this paper,
we propose time-efficient data congregation protocols for Dynamic Cluster-based Wire-
less Sensor Network (CBWSN). First, a dynamic cluster-based architecture is presented.
Then proposed data congregation protocols are exhibited. Primarily, it is shown that data
congregation can be done in O(p + ∆) intervals, i.e., time-slots, where p is the number
of clusters in the network; ∆ is the maximum degree of nodes in the cluster-based archi-
tecture. The cluster-based architecture is further improved to facilitate a time-efficient
flooding protocol and a better data congregation technique. In this work, flooding and
data congregation are done in O(h) and O(h + ∆) time-slots, respectively, where h is
the height of the cluster-based architecture. Finally, some simulation results have been
exhibited to show the efficiency of the proposed architecture and protocols.
Keywords: Dynamic, Cluster-based wireless sensor network, Node-move-in, Node-
move-out, Broadcasting, Gathering

1. Introduction. Typically, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) contain hundreds or
thousands of sensor nodes that have the ability to communicate either among each other
or directly with an external base station. In recent years, WSNs, the dense wireless net-
works of sensor nodes collecting and disseminating environmental data, have received a
tremendous amount of attention in research. There are various scenarios in which such
networks might find applications, such as environmental control in office buildings, robot
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control and guidance in automatic manufacturing environments, smart home [1,24,25].
The sensor networks have a large coverage area and longer range than other wireless
networks. They have a higher degree of fault tolerance than other wireless networks:
failure of one or a few nodes does not affect the operation of the network. They are also
self-configuring and self-organizing [2].
In this paper, we focus on data congregation (also called as data gathering) problem on

a large-scale wireless sensor network to apply in a variety of applications in infrastructure
and habitat monitoring.
In common, data transmissions are accomplished through multi-hop routing from in-

dividual sensor nodes to a data sink. Successful deployment of such networks faces the
challenge in effective global communication cost reduction. The need for global communi-
cation cost reduction is obvious since sensor networks composed of hundreds to thousands
of sensors, generating a remarkable amount of sensor data to be delivered to a data sink
[23]. Therefore, efficient architecture(s) and data routing technique(s) are indispensable
to reduce global communication cost.
Clustering in a WSN facilitates the underlying flat WSN [3,4] topology and provides

a hierarchical organization [8-10]. It minimizes communication overhead, increases the
probability of aggregating redundant data, as a whole minimizes the overall power con-
sumption [7]. In view of the mobility and scalability, operations such as nodes joining
into an existing network and nodes leaving out of an existing network need to be consid-
ered [7-9]. Because of the dynamic characteristics of WSN, after a hierarchical clustering
has been formed, the maintenance of the cluster becomes very crucial in the presence of
network topology changing.
The changes of the physical condition of a WSN lead to the changes of its topology.

Once the topology and geography of a WSN change, it becomes necessary to reorganize
its network structure and network functions. With regard to mobility and scalability,
two topology management operations are considered: node-move-in and node-move-out.
Node-move-out and node-move-in are the situations where nodes are getting out of and
nodes are joining into an existing network [7-9]. Even for stationary nodes, when the
battery charge is low, it must get out of the network and transition to charge mode.
Then, the charged nodes should join back into the network once again. Once a hierarchical
clustering is established, the maintenance of the cluster organization becomes crucial in
network topology changes.
For example, in the event of a natural disaster in order to identify and collect data of

the survivors, to provide medication by establishing a mobile healthcare center, etc. a
WSN may be required to deploy rapidly. In such scenario, an efficient WSN deployment
technique is a prerequisite which could establish well-organized architecture to facilitate
routing of data in a fast and efficient manner.
In [24], we have shown a conceptual idea of data congregation protocols for WSN.

However, in this paper, we demonstrate the detail of the protocols and the maintenance
algorithms. We also exhibit simulation results to demonstrate the efficiency of the pro-
posed protocols.
In this paper, to facilitate efficient data congregation we construct a cluster-based

architecture to a flat Dynamic WSN, where the maintenance of the architecture is done
through node-move-in and node-move-out operations [11,12]. We then propose two data
congregation techniques where data from all sensor nodes is collected and delivered to a
sink node. We also study the time-complexity of the proposed protocols and finally show
some simulation results.
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Table 1. Summary of our results

Operation Time Complexity
Gathering O(p+∆)
Flooding O(h) and O(h+∆)
Node-move-in O(q) and O(q + h)
Node-move-out O(|T |) and O(|T |+ h)

Here, p: Number of clusters.
h: Height of CNet(G).
q: Number of neighbours in G of node that wish to join CNet(G).
T : Subtree of CNet(G) rooted by a leaving node lev.

∆: Maximum degree of nodes in G.

2. Related Works. In a typical WSN, data gathering protocols facilitate the configu-
ration of the network and collecting information from the desired environment [20]. The
main goal of a data aggregation protocol is to gather and aggregate data in an energy effi-
cient manner, i.e., involving as less node as possible so that network lifetime is enhanced.
In a WSN, sensor nodes can use different data aggregation techniques to achieve energy
efficiency. The objective is to perform an efficient data transmission to any base station
(BS) to maximize the lifetime of the network in terms of round, where a round is defined
as the process of gathering all the data from sensor nodes to the BS, regardless of how
much time it takes. In a data gathering protocol, data from the nodes are required to be
collected and transmitted to the nearest BS [21] to make the date accessible for the end
user. A simple way of doing that is aggregating (sum, average, min, max, count) the data
originating from different nodes [22].

Data congregation has been studied in many literatures [11,12,14-17]. However, to the
best of our knowledge only a very few of them have dealt with dynamic cluster-based
architecture.

In this paper, we merely concentrate on data gathering and routing of the collected data
to a sink node. In our work, we adopt an existing data compression technique presented
in [23] and extend the work in terms of efficient transmission of the data to the sink.

In [23], the authors present such a network where sensors are densely deployed in the
region of interest and monitor the environment on a regular basis. A routing tree is
built where N sensor nodes, denoted as s1, s2, ..., and sN form a multi-hop route to the
sink. Then the readings denoted as dj obtained by node sj where j = 1, 2, . . . , N are
transmitted to the sink through multi-hop relay. Node s1 transmits its reading d1 to s2,
and s2 transmits both its reading d2 and the relayed reading d1 to s3. At the end of
the route, sN transmits all N readings to the sink. The paper then presents a design to
apply compressive sampling theory to sensor data gathering for large-scale wireless sensor
networks. However, the paper did not present any communication technique to route the
data to the sink.

In [11], a cluster-based architecture has been proposed for a Dynamic WSN, where the
maximum radius of a cluster is considered to be one or less. Construction and maintenance
of a communication highway named Backbone Tree (BT) is then defined in order to
perform efficient flooding on the network which requires the size of the BT. However, no
data congregation protocol on such architecture is proposed. Later on [9], the authors
have proposed another architecture with maximum radius of a cluster two or more to
achieve better routing. Furthermore, in [10], the authors have presented a better flooding
protocol instead of using the size of the BT as a measuring method the authors uses the
height of the BT [11]. Again, no data congregation protocol has been proposed.
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In [24], the authors presented data gathering protocols for wireless sensor network.
However, no maintenance algorithms and simulation results for their protocols have been
proposed and also no definition of the cluster-based architecture has been shown.
In this paper, firstly, we propose a dynamic cluster-based architecture and then we

show proposed data congregation protocols. Here we propose two congregation protocols,
where one takes the benefit of the size of the backbone tree, whereas the other one
utilizes the height of it. The proposed first protocol is designed for such scenario where
node-move-in and node-move-out operations take place frequently. Whereas, the latter
one works better in the scenario where the architecture does not change much once it is
established. Secondly, we propose an efficient broadcasting technique to assist our data
congregation protocol. Our broadcasting protocol works better than that of presented in
[11,12]. Thirdly, we propose maintenance algorithms namely node-move-in algorithm and
node-move-out algorithm for the architectures. Finally, we exhibit simulation results for
the proposed data congregation protocols and the maintenance algorithms of the cluster-
based architecture.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3, we define cluster-based architecture.

We then demonstrate data congregation protocols in Section 4. In Section 5, we de-
scribe node-move-in and node-move-out algorithms for maintenance of the cluster-based
architecture. Finally, in Section 6, we exhibit the simulation results before describing
conclusion and the future works in Section 7.

3. Network Architecture. In this section, we describe the assumptions, radio network
model, and the cluster-based architecture of a flat wireless sensor network.
Sometimes, a flat wireless sensor network is represented by an undirected graph G =

(V,E). Here, V is the set of sensor nodes and E is the set of edges, i.e., links between the
sensor nodes. An edge exists between sensor nodes u and v in G, iff nodes u and v are in
the transmission range of each other.

3.1. The assumptions and radio model. The following assumptions are made in this
paper for a flat wireless sensor network G [11,12,18,19]:

• Nodes have their unique IDs. Prior to joining into a network a node has no knowledge
about the network other than its own ID. When a node leaves from the network, all
its information other than its own ID is erased.

• In the network, a base station (BS) may exist before a join takes place and the BS
is fixed. In other words, there exists at least a node in the network before and after
a join or a leave takes place.

• A node repeats transmission/reception, and performs local computation in synchro-
nized fixed intervals. In each interval, a node can act either as a transmitter or as
a receiver, but not both at the same time. The total number of intervals to collect
data to a sink node is called round.

• In the network collision detection is not present. In other words, node acting as a
receiver in a given interval gets a message iff exactly one of its neighbours transmits
in this interval. The absence of collision detection is considered to increase the life
of a sensor node by reducing the unnecessary transmissions.

• Communication between nodes is symmetric. In other words, all neighbouring nodes
can communicate with each other. It means, if a node v can receive a message from
a node u then u also can receive a message from v.

• The number of communication channel present in the network is SINGLE.
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3.2. Cluster-based architecture. The proposed cluster-based architecture is defined
below. In this section, we use a graph theoretical approach to define our cluster-based
architecture.

Let G be an undirected graph. Nodes in graph G are partitioned into groups, called
as clusters. In other words, a cluster is a start subgraph of G. In a cluster, there exists
a special node which is the center of the star subgraph called head and is connected to
all other nodes called member nodes to form a star topology. Two neighbouring cluster
heads are connected via a member node which has an additional role of a gateway node
(Figure 1).

Let graph G = (V,E) to be an undirected graph with a specified node r with n (n ≥ 1)
nodes. Then a cluster-based network of G, denoted as CNet(G) is a spanning tree of G
with root r. In CNet(G), a node knows its status, i.e., either as a cluster-head, or as a
gateway, or as a member, whereas the root r is a cluster-head.

In Figure 1, we exhibit a cluster-based architecture CNet(G) obtained from a flat sensor
network G, where red nodes are cluster-heads, blue nodes are gateway nodes and green
nodes are member nodes. One special head node is designated as the root (denoted as r
in Figure 1(b)) in the architecture.

Given a graph G = (V,E). Let CNet(G) = (V,ECNet(G)) be its cluster-based network

and G
′
= (V ∪ {new}, E ∪ E

′
) be a graph obtained after a new node new is added to G.

In G′, E ′ = {(new, u)|u ∈ V }, where new and u are in each other’s transmission range. A
cluster-based network of G′ is defined as CNet′(G) = (V ∪ {new}, ECNet ∪ {(new,w)}).
CNet′(G), w is the parent of new.

In a cluster-based network CNet(G), each node has its own status. The status of a
new node new on the CNet′(G) is decided as per the following rules. Given a set of nodes
U , where U is connected to new and w is the node that is to be selected by new. In G′,
the nodes have the same status as they have in CNet(G), except for nodes new and w.
In U , if there exist cluster-head(s), then new selects one as w and becomes member of
w. Otherwise, in U if there exist gateway(s), then new selects one as w and new becomes
cluster-head of a new cluster. Else, in U there exist only member nodes. In such case,
new selects one as w; then set w to be a gateway and new becomes cluster-head of a new
cluster.

A backbone of CNet(G) is formed by cluster-heads and gateways and denoted as
BT (G). In other words, BT (G) is a sub-tree of CNet(G) formed by cluster-heads and
gateways. Figure 2 gives an example of the formation of cluster-based network.

We describe below the properties of a cluster-based network CNet(G).

Property 3.1. [5] According to the rules of cluster formation (to reduce the number of
clusters), no two cluster-heads can be neighbours with each other in graph G. To strictly
follow this strategy, if p is the smallest number of complete sub-graph in G, then CNet(G)
has at most p number of clusters. Moreover, in CNet(G), a BT (G) is formed by cluster-
heads and gateway nodes. Since a gateway node is connecting two cluster-heads there are
at most 2p− 1 nodes in BT (G) (one gateway node less for the root cluster).

Property 3.2. To strictly follow the rule that no two cluster-heads can be neighbours with
each other in graph G, there can be at most 5 cluster-heads in its neighbors. Otherwise,
there will be at least two cluster-heads connected to each other in G.

Property 3.3. Let G be a unit disk graph, CNet(G) be its cluster-based network and
BT (G) be the backbone tree of CNet(G). Then the maximum degree of BT (G) is 19,
i.e., it is a constant value.
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Figure 1. A cluster-based wireless sensor network CNet(G) is derived
from a flat wireless sensor network

Figure 2. Formation of a cluster-based architecture CNet(G)

In BT (G), gateway nodes are adjacent to the cluster-heads. Moreover, no two cluster-
heads are to be allowed to be neighbors with each other and there can be at most 5
cluster-heads as neighbor of a node. Therefore, the degree of gateway nodes is less than
6.
In addition, cluster-heads are adjacent to gateway nodes only and gateway nodes con-

nect two or more cluster-heads on BT(G). Therefore, the degree of a cluster-head h on
BT(G) is less than or equal to the number of cluster-heads within 2-hop from h. Since the
number of cluster-heads within 2-hop is less than 20 [13], the maximum degree of BT(G)
is at most 19.
In [11], a definition of Eulerian BT(G) is given where a node in BT(G) transmits a

message at least once and in each interval exactly one node transmits a message. We
adopt Eulerian BT(G) for one of our congregation protocols. In Eulerian BT(G), a
message travels an Eulerian tour on a BT(G), i.e., a message (is often called as a token)
starts travelling from a source node and visits every node before returning to the source
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node. At the beginning, the token resides in the source node and starts visiting each node
in BT(G) starting from the source node in depth-first order. When a node u in BT(G)
receives the token, u sends the token and its ID with the message to one of its neighbours
that has not received the token yet. In the case that u has no neighbour left which it has
not been visited by the token yet, it returns the token to the node from which has been
received for the first time. On this tour, the rotation of the token forms an Eulerian cycle
of BT(G) where it travels every node in BT(G) and returns to the source node.

A cluster-graph CGraph(G) is constructed from CNet(G) where each cluster-node in
the graph represents a cluster of CNet(G). In CGraph(G), there exists a cluster-edge
between two clusters. For example, let C1 and C2 be two clusters and there exists at
least a node u ∈ V (G) s.t. it is connecting the cluster-heads of C1 and C2.

Constructing cluster-graph s.t. no two neighbouring cluster nodes have the same color
this way and using the property of CNet(G), we can conclude that the total number of
colors required to color CGraph(G) is at most 20.

In a node-move-in operation, a node new moves into an existing CNet(G) and the
network is re-organized by adding new. In a node-move-out operation, a node lev leaves
from the existing CNet(G) and the network is re-organized by removing lev from G.

Initially nodes in G know their IDs. Later, the following information is maintained at
each node through node-move-in and node-move-out operations:

• Self ID.
• Self status, i.e., cluster-head, gateway, or member IDs and status of all 1-hop neigh-
bours in G.

• Parent’s ID.

4. Data Congregation Protocols. In this section we describe our proposed data con-
gregation protocols GPR1 and GPR2. GPR1 performs better where node-move-in and
node-move-out operations take place frequently. Whereas, GPR2 works better where
CNet(G) does not change frequently once it is established.

In both GPR1 and GPR2 data are to be gathered to a sink node denoted as sink. Let
h(sink) be the cluster-head of sink. Proposed data congregation protocols are described
below.

4.1. Data congregation protocol GPR1. The proposedGPR1 protocol works in three
steps.

In the first step, the sink node disseminates a message to the rest of the nodes in the
network that is requesting to be ready for data congregation. In the case that the sink
node is not a cluster-head then the cluster-head initiates this step.

In the second step, data is gathered in each cluster.
In the third step, gathered data are transmitted to the sink node (see Figure 3).
The detail of the protocol is described below.
Step 1: sink calls Eulerian(BT (G)). Through this Eulerian the size of p, i.e., the

number of clusters is known to the sink. However, if the sink is not a cluster-head,
Eulerian(BT (G)) is called by h(sink), i.e., by the cluster-head of the sink.

Step 2: The sink node (or it is cluster-head h(sink), if the sink is not a cluster-head)
generates a message (gpr, slot, p, ∆) and performs Eulerian(BT (G)). Upon receiving
the message, each cluster-head calculates intervals using the formula 4p-2-slot and waits
for the current Eulerian to finish. Here slot is the current time-slot, p is the number of
clusters in the network and ∆ is the maximum degree of a cluster-head in CNet(G). We
will call ∆ as maximum degree in CNet(G).
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Figure 3. Coloring technique used for data congregation technique in GPR1

Once Eulerian(BT (G)) is finished, each cluster-head in CNet(G) having the j-th
COL ID (where 1 ≤ j ≤ 20) starts the congregation of data from its member nodes
in the (j*∆)-th interval.
Step 3: sink (or its cluster-head h(sink)) calls a final Eulerian(BT (G)) to collect the

gathered data from each cluster-head of CNet(G).

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a graph, CNet(G) be the cluster-based network, and CGraph
(G) is the cluster-graph. Then GRP1 can be completed in O(p+∆) intervals, where, p is
the number of clusters in CNet(G) and ∆ is the maximum degree in CNet(G).

Proof: Since there are 2p−1 nodes in BT (G) and ∆ is the maximum number of nodes
in a cluster of CNet(G), each Eurelian(BT (G) requires O(p) intervals and congregation
inside the cluster-heads requires at most 20*∆ intervals. Hence, the total number of
intervals required in this process is O(p+∆).

4.2. Data congregation protocol GPR2. Here the construction of CNet(G) is further
improved s.t. efficient flooding can be performed using the height of the architecture
instead of the size (which is done in GPR2). Principally, in flooding, we use a similar
approach presented in [12].
In CNet(G), let hCNet(G) be the height of CNet(G) and ∆ be the maximum degree of

nodes in CNet(G). Then each node in CNet(G), resides in a level, e.g., level 0, level 1,
. . . , level i, level i+1, . . . , level hCNet(G), and the root resides in the lowest level, i.e., level
0. The root knows hCNet(G) and ∆ that are updated during each node joins into CNet(G)
and are maintained after a node leaves (see Figure 4).
The proposed congregation protocol GPR2 can be mainly divided into two steps.
In the first step, sink communicates with the root r and asks to initiate flooding to

inform all other nodes about a data congregation in order to notify related information
such as the height and the maximum degree in CNet(G).
Whereas, in the second step, a reverse flooding is performed where data is aggregated

in each cluster and then delivered to their parents in the upper level. In the first step,
we use the flooding technique presented in [12]. Here flooding starts from the root and
nodes at level i+1 participate in transmission iff nodes in level i have already completed
transmissions. On the other hand, in the second step, flooding technique including the
data aggregation technique presented before is used.
Here we adopt two coloring techniques which have also been presented in [18]: one is

to forward data between clusters residing in the neighbouring levels of the cluster-graph
(for details see [18]), we call here nodes with COL ID i (1 ≤ i ≤ 20) and the other one is
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Figure 4. A cluster-based sensor network, where in each level there exist
only cluster-heads or gateway and member nodes

to transmit the message inside the cluster which is used for data, we call here nodes with
COL ID j (1 ≤ j ≤ 20).

We present below proposed data congregation protocol GPR2:
Step 1: If the sink is not the root it asks the root to initiate data congregation.
Step 2: The root generates a message (gpr, slot, h, ∆) and floods the message.
Step 3: Once the flooding ends at level hCNet(G), nodes at level hCNet(G) − 1 with

COL ID j start aggregation in (j*∆)-th interval and wait all aggregation in this level to
be finished.

In the aggregation process, a parent node in level i asks its children residing in level
(i+ 1) to transmit data one-by-one.

Step 4: Once aggregation at a level is completed node with COL ID i forwards the
data to its upper level in the i-th interval, i.e., a node at level i forwards the data to its
parent at level (i− 1).

Step 5: Finally, root forwards the gathered data to the sink.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a graph, CNet(G) be its cluster-based network, and CGraph(G)
be the cluster-graph. Then data congregation protocol GPR2 requires O(h + ∆) intervals
to collect data to sink, where h is the height of the cluster-based architecture CNet(G)
and ∆ is the maximum degree in graph G.

Proof: To send the request from the sink to the root and to receive back the aggre-
gated data it requires O(h) intervals. The flooding requires O(h) intervals whereas the
aggregation requires O(∆) intervals. Thus the total number of intervals required in this
process is O(h+∆).

5. Maintenance Algorithms. This section describes maintenance algorithms for two
operations node-move-in and node-move-out. According to the definition of CNet(G) in
Section 2, each node in CNet(G) needs to have the following knowledge:

• It knows its neighbours in G and CNet(G), and the parent in CNet(G), respectively.
It knows its status (as a cluster-head or a gateway node or a pure-member).

• Each cluster-head maintains its colour ID.
• The root node knows hCNet(G) and ∆.
• Each cluster-head and gateway node maintains its transmitting time slot.
• Each node maintains its level ID.
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Figure 5. CNet(G) is divided into two subtrees T and H

In [7,9], for constructing and reconfiguring CNet(G), the nodes of CNet(G) maintain
knowledge (i) only. It is done as follows. A new node sends “Please allow me to join”
message to its neighbors. Upon hearing it nodes CNet(G) who have received the message
call SIMULATE-IN procedure and send their IDs and status one by one. Once the new
node knows about all of its neighbors in CNet(G) it determine its status as described in
Section 3.2.
To maintain knowledge of colour ID, hCNet(G) and ∆ few more steps are required which

are described in the following section.

5.1. Node-move-in algorithm. We add two additional phases after the node-move-in
operation of [7] as follows:
Step 1: After determining its own status, node new informs its neighbouring clusters

about its ID, status and own neighbouring cluster(s)-head’s ID(s) one by one.
If new finds the cluster-head(s) in its neighbour, new chooses the one with a smaller

level ID and informs of it directly.
Else if there are gateways in its neighbours that are connected to the cluster-head, new

chooses the gateway node with lowest ID and level ID.
Else new chooses the pure-member with the lowest ID and level ID that is connected

with the cluster-head.
Step 2: Upon receiving information from node new, each neighbouring cluster-head h

then updates its information.

Theorem 5.1. Let CNet(G) be a cluster-based network of G, then joins of new into
CNet(G) can be done in expected O(d+h) intervals, where d is the number of neighbours
of the new node new and h is the height of the cluster-based network.

Proof: According to Theorem 3 of [5], it requires expected O(d) intervals to collect
neighbors’ information and to determine the status and parent node of new, i.e., knowledge
(i). In order to achieve knowledge (ii) we use Property 3.3. According to the property
in the cluster-based structure a node can have at most 19 cluster-heads in its 2-hop
neighbours. Thus, new requires 19 more intervals to inform the neighbouring clusters’
information to those cluster-heads. Then to update the information on potential nodes,
it requires at most 19 more intervals. Thus, the whole processes here can be done in O(1)
intervals.

5.2. Node-move-out algorithm. Let graph G = (V,E) have n (n ≥ 1) nodes and
CNet(G) = (V,ECN et(G) = (V,ECNet). A graph obtained by deleting a node Lev from G

is a graph, where E ′ = {(lev, u)|(lev, u) ∈ E}. We assume that the graph G is connected
and after a leave the resulting graph is also connected.
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We divide CNet(G) into two sub-trees: the tree T with lev as the root, and the tree
H whose root is the root of CNet(G) (when the node lev is the root of CNet(G) can be
dealt similarly.

Assume that Ci (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) are the sub-trees of lev in T . Since G is connected, after
lev leaves, there exists at least one edge e in G which is neither an edge of T nor an edge
of G but connects a node u of T with a node v of H. In [7], CNet(G) with knowledge (i)
is reconfigured in O(|T |) intervals by using the following two phases:

Step 1: lev calls Eulerian(T ). Here, a message “Find an edge that is not in T” is sent
to find the edge e = (u, v).

Step 2: node u calls Eulerian(T − {lev}). Here a message “Join into H” is sent to
start an Eulerian tour in T − {lev} from node u until all the nodes of T − {lev} moved
into H.

However, to maintain knowledge (ii) the following additional phase is performed:
Step 3: finally, once the new clustering is formed, node u′ calls Eulerian(T ′), where u′

is the node that found the edge with H and T ′ is the subtree rooted by u excluding lev.
In this procedure each node in T ′ updates their neighbouring cluster and potential nodes’
information as in the Node-Move-In algorithm.

In our node-move-out operation, we need to maintain knowledge (ii) too. Before moving
the nodes of T into H, the nodes of H need to delete the nodes of T from their neighbours’
lists and recalculate their neighbouring clusters and potential nodes’ information.

Theorem 5.2. Let CNet(G) be a cluster-based network of G, then leave of lev from
CNet(G) can be done in O(|T |+h) intervals, where T is the subtree rooted by the leaving
node lev and h is the height of CNet(G).

Proof: Using our Node-Move-In algorithm and Theorem 4 of [5] we can prove the
theorem. In the first phase, node lev calles Eulerian(T ) by which each node in T can
know about its presence in T and whether there exists any neighbouring node in H. This
requires O(|T |) intervals. In the second phase, Eulerian(T ′), where T ′ = T − {lev}, is
called by which nodes in T other than levmoves inH to determine their status and parents
which also take O(|T |) intervals. Finally, in the third phase, Eulerian(T ′) is called by
which nodes in T ′ update their information on neighbouring clusters and select potential
nodes to the neighbouring cluster. Since according to Property 3.3 each node has at most
19 cluster heads, i.e., clusters in its neighbours according to node-move-in algorithm this
process requires O(|T |) intervals. Moreover, h rounds are required to update hCNet(G) and
∆ in the root.

Hence, the total number of intervals are required for Node-Move-Out algorithm is
O(|T |+ h).

6. Simulation Results. In this section, simulation results are presented. The exper-
imental environment builds on Java language. The experiments are carried on random
unit disk graphs that are generated in 1000m × 1000m square fields. The transmission
range of each node is set to 50m. n number of nodes are used in the experiment varying
from 200 to 1000. For each number of nodes the experiments are repeated 100 times, each
time by generating a random unit disk graph. The average results are then presented
here.

Figure 6 shows the cluster information in the network after n number of nodes form
a cluster-based network. Initially it could be easily seen an increased number of clusters
when the number of nodes in the network is small. However, as long as the network grows
larger the number of clusters decreases proportionally, thus shows the effectiveness of the
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Figure 6. Number of clusters in the cluster-based architecture CNet(G)

Figure 7. Computational complexities of forming cluster-based networks

proposed model. It is observed that using the proposed clustering the number of clusters
does not change compared within [6,8].
In Figure 7, the computational complexities of forming the network are presented.

Here a comparison between computational time to form a cluster-based network using
the proposed model and the techniques proposed in [6,8] is presented. It is observed that
our proposed model uses less computational time than [8]. However, it has a bit higher
computational time than [6]; this is because once a node joins an existing network it does
not have to communicate with the root node to update the height of the network.
In Figure 8, we show a comparison of the effect on the number of clusters before and

after leave of a cluster-head and/or gateway node. It is observed that in most of the cases
the number of clusters does not change much.
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Figure 8. Number of clusters after leaving a node from the network

Figure 9. Number of intervals require in GPR1 and GPR2

Finally, Figure 9 depicts the Computational complexities of gathering protocols GPR1

and GPR2. It is observed that GPR2 protocol uses less computational time than the
GPR1.

7. Conclusion and Future Work. In this paper, we have presented two efficient data
gathering protocols for dynamic cluster-based wireless sensor networks, depending on the
needs.

First, a Dynamic Cluster-based wireless sensor network has been presented to support
efficient flooding. Then flooding protocols on this architecture have been presented. Fi-
nally, experiments have been made where the simulation results showed that the proposed
flooding protocols gave better performance than some protocols in a similar architecture.

In future work, we would like to concentrate on the following aspects in a similar
dynamic cluster-based wireless sensor network model:
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Firstly, we would like to design a cluster-based structure with multiple simultaneous
node-move-in and node-move-out operations. We also plan to reduce the time complexity
for a join and a leave operation.
Secondly, we would like to establish a method for our dynamic cluster-based structure

with which nodes could communicate with each other in a secured manner.
Thirdly, we plan to propose new architectures with better properties than that of the

architecture CNet(G) in this paper.
In addition, we intend to consider fault-tolerance and self-stability. Fault-tolerance is

necessary because of the instability of both the node itself and of the communication via
radio. We comprehend that the achievement of fault-tolerance is as important as our
development progresses in the future. Self-stabilization is considered to be a promising
part of that. One of the most important goals in achieving self-stabilization is to get rid
of the assumption that the node joins one by one from an initial state (one node), which
is our present model. Therefore, it is necessary to consider clustering from an arbitrary
situation.
Lastly, we would like to consider not only the problems with this network communica-

tion model but also the validity of the model itself in order to bring it closer to reality.
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